M.Lib. & Inf. Sc. (Semester-II) Examination, 2013
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
Library and Information System : Special Library System (Paper-II(VI))
Sub. Code : 47767
Day and Date : Saturday 11-05-2013
Time : 3.00 p.m. to 6.00 p.m.
Instructions : 1) All questions are compulsory.
2) All questions carry equal marks.
3) Attempt all multiple choice questions (MCQ) in the main answer book.

Q1) A) Multiple choice questions. [10]

1) POPSI is concerned with.....................
   a) Abstracting  b) Indexing
c) Cataloguing  d) Classification

2) The ratio between the relevant retrieval and total retrieved documents in literature search is known as.......... 
   a) Relevance  b) Precision
c) Recall  d) Coverage

3) The determination of the job to which an accepted candidate is to be assigned and his assignment to the at job is known as...........
   a) Placement  b) Recruitment
c) Induction  d) Appointment

4) CAS, SDI, Indexing and Abstracting and literature searching services fall under which category of service?
   a) Bibliographical service 
b) Reference service
c) Indexing service  d) Reprography service

5) Which one is not the indexing service?
   a) Applied Science and Technology Index 
b) Atom Index
6) What does the staff manual show in the libraries?
   a) Rules of the libraries  
   b) Activities of the libraries  
   c) Rules, processes and activities of the libraries  
   d) Name and post of all the members of the library

7) What is the meaning of Motivation?
   a) Motivation to a person into action  
   b) Motivate will to do work  
   c) Awareness will to do work  
   d) Motivation to a person

8) What is the full form of CALIBNET?
   a) College Library Network  
   b) Calcutta Library Network  
   c) Current Library Network  
   d) Caliber Library Network

9) Special library receive funds from
   a) UGC  
   b) Library Association  
   c) Parent Organisation  
   d) None of the above

10) The team planning for library building consists of .........
    a) The Library authority  
    b) The Librarian  
    c) The Architect  
    d) All the above

B) Write answers in one or two sentences:
1) What is the full form of CAS and SDI?
2) What is the role of information centre?
3) Who are in a planning committee for library building?
4) What is an abstracting service?
5) What are the three types of networks?
6) Who put his good views regarding planning of library building?
7) What is long form of INFLIBNET?
8) What is the long form of LISA?
9) A IIT Library is a kind of.................... library.
10) When the term performance evaluation was first started?
Q2) Write short notes on any Four:
   a) Resource sharing & Networking in special libraries.
   b) News paper clipping service.
   c) Motivation and control.
   d) Training of personnel.
   e) Reprographic service.
   f) Collection Development in special libraries.

Q3) Define the special library? Describe the characteristics, types, objectives and functions of special libraries.

OR

What are ‘CAS’ and ‘SDI’ services? Discuss ‘CAS’ and ‘SDI’ with special reference to special library.

Q4) What is Human Resource Management? Discuss the various steps adopted in selection, recruitment and placement procedure of library personnel in special library.

OR

Write a detailed note on ‘Special Library building in the light of its features, standards, space management, furniture and equipment’.